NUS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMME
A SkillsFuture Career Transition Programme

We believe talented professionals, such as Digital Operations Manager and Digital Project Manager, can help enterprises successfully embark on their digital transformation journey. These professionals are equipped with the necessary technical proficiency and insights to partner business leaders on the organisation’s digital journey.

At NUS School of Computing, the NUS Digital Transformation Programme is designed to upskill participants with relevant skills sets and knowledge about digital technologies that are commonly used in the industry. Participants are also given the opportunity to gain information and latest insights on various technological applications and tools. This stackable programme comprises three NUS Professional Certificates which are taught by professors as well as experienced practitioners.

To participate as Employer Partner for NUS SCTP Courses, please contact

Derrick BOEY
derrickb@nus.edu.sg

LOW Lee Keng
lowlk@nus.edu.sg
SkillsFuture Career Transition Programme (SCTP)

SCTP is an initiative by SkillsFuture Singapore (SSG) for mid-career individuals to acquire industry-relevant skill sets that employers are looking for. It is a Train and Place programme where the SCTP Trainee will attend training courses and other immersive learning activities, and NUS will offer employment facilitation and career advisory services to the Trainee.

SCTP Trainees can attend specially-designed Employment and Employability Institute’s (e2i) pre-employment Career Resilience Executive Workshop (CREW) and participate in Tech Talent Assembly’s (TTAB) Tech Career Conversation to enhance their job search opportunities. While attending the SCTP course, Employer Partners will provide projects and real-case scenarios for Trainee to complete as a team.

SOLVING YOUR TALENT NEEDS

NUS invites enterprises to support the national workforce initiative by partnering NUS as Employer Partners (EPs).

As NUS Employer Partners

- No financial costs
- Publicity in NUS website as Employer Partners for NUS SCTP Courses
- Access to SCTP graduates for recruitment as skilled professionals

Employer Partners are able to:

- Access to NUS TalentConnect, an online NUS job portal
- Sit in for class observation during SCTP training
- Provide speakers to speak with SCTP trainees during their training
- Participate in networking sessions and career fairs
- Provide projects for SCTP trainees to work on and at voluntary basis

To participate as Employer Partner for NUS SCTP Courses, please contact

Derrick BOEY  derrickb@nus.edu.sg
LOW Lee Keng  lowlk@nus.edu.sg